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Matching of Charts-Chi. Boy GRAHA MANTRA S
WITH MP3:
and
Chiranjeevini. Good Girl
Curtain raiser

The boy is born in Mrigasira 4th
pada, mithuna rasi while the girl
YEARLY FORECAST
is born Bharani star 1st pada rasi
being mesha. These two rasis are
MONTHLY
not inimical. Lagna in case of the
FORECAST
boy is kanya whereas the lagna in
the girl's chart is vrischika. The
YOUR
girl's chart is exempt from any
PERSONALITY:
kuja dosha as the lagna and rasi
are owned by the planet, kuja. As
Astrologer cornered!
can be seen from asta koota
matching, the match gets good marks i.e. 28 marks. In the
Moon sign & your
planetary relationship, kuja hates budha while budha remains
personality
neutral. As such, 2.5 marks have been given. Though the nadis are
the same, sukra, the kalatrakaraka is well posited in both the
YOGABHYASA:
charts. As such, this mis-match is set aside. Though the system's
auto matching gives 18 marks, due to above reasons, this has
Yoga postures
been amended as 28.
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Meditation (Dhyana)
Management of
diabetes
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Mantra s for Sun (Ravi)
Mantra s for Moon
(Chandra)
Mantra s for Mars
(Kuja)
Mantra s for Mercury
(Budha)
Mantra s for Jupiter
(Guru)
Mantra s for Venus
(Sukra)

Mantra s for Saturn
Now, let us examine the chart of the girl in detail. In this chart, ravi, (Sani)
kuja guru are in own signs. There is rapt conjunction between two
benefics, budha and sukra. Budha and guru are retrograde. Sani Mantra s for Rahu
the 3rd and 4th lord is exalted.
(North Node)
1) Character: She is very active, rather restless person. She likes
sports. Thought her body movements are fast, she does not jump
into hasty decisions. She is wise and considerate towards elders.
She respects religion, elders, parents and others. Though she
looks stubborn, fast and not much pleasing, she has sweet voice,
concern, generosity and clear thinking.
2) Health: It is difficult to say regarding
her health. She does not have delicate
health, she is not prone to infectious
diseases. She keeps good health for
considerable periods in her life. Yet
everything is not alright regarding
health. She is troubled by body
malfunctions, psychosomatic disorders
( like stomach problems, severe pain in legs) and nervous debility.
She is worry type and due to the aspect of sani, she does not wish
to sit, think and find a solution. She prefers to suffer the worries
and does not want to find a solution! Even after 60 years of
marriage, even when the parents are not available, she will become
home sick! "If only my father would be here today, whom much
happy he would feel" would be their comment always. If father was
to be around, it would be 100 and above! She does not realise
such things. There is also nervous weakness caused by such
unnecessary worries as well as bad food and sleeping habits.
Migraine headaches, shaking of hands in the advanced age are
quite common. It should be noted here that the native is going
through the period of chandra which shows struggles, service
problems, ill health of father and diseases to the native. This
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means, the native requires support and encouragement from her
husband when she is depressed. This is not a mental case but she
is given to feeling 'low' for small reasons. She does not require
any drugs or psychological consultations at all. Chandra is in the
6th while kuja (whose dasa will follow) is the 6th lord and so the
health related problems go for a long time.

3) Conjugal life: Rahu is in the 7th which
makes the native short tempered
towards her husband. The lagna and 7th
lords are not adverse. The husband is
Is astrology a
attractive and well placed. He supports
science?
the
wife
in
per
professional
development. In the navamsha chart the
Mundane astrology
7th and lagna lords are enemies (sani
hates chandra while chandra remains neutral) and they are posited
in 6/8 with each other. This shows that there is an undercurrent of
Does astrologer
dissatisfaction in her married life. Added to this, chandra is in the
know his future?
8th house. As such, she is not totally happy in married life. This
holds good whether she marries Kartik Prakash or anybody else.
What do skeptics
Similar result is seen in the boy's chart also. Rather it is more. The
say?
lagna lord and the 7th lords are bitter enemies which are in 6/8 in
his navamsha chart. The marriage does not end up in separation
Case of twins
or divorce as seen from both the charts. There are however
binding factors like the aspect of 5th lord on the 7th lord in the
Why the chart is
made for birth time? gir's chart and presence of 5th lord in lagna in the boy's chart. So,
they will not be totally dissatisfifed in life - be it with their spouses,
children, hobbies or devotion to God.
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4) Family life: More than a good wife, she is going to a good family
member. She respects her relatives, guests and elders. She is Credentials
polite and has lot of adjustment mentality and wisdom. She is
Are astrologers
Free downloads
wise in spending - she is neither very very generous nor very
assets to society?
stingy. She has lot of patience and tolerance due to the aspect of Wallpapers
sani.
Astrology, palmistry
Archives
and numerology
5) Prosperity: Fair amount of prosperity is seen in the chart. As the
dasa of chandra is going on, immediate results in prosperity is not Order form
Gift of speech
seen. In course of life, she will have good amount of properties
What is birth time? and prosperity.
Ever increasing
scientific temper

6) Doshas and yogas: The chart is exempt from kuja dosha,
though kuja is posited in the 8th from rasi. Ravi in the 10th along
with budha and sukra two benefics give excellent progress in her
profession. More progress in the profession is seen, than in
property and wealth matters. Rahu in the 7th makes her loose
temper with her husband quickly. Yet, she does not hate him,
rather anybody in the world. More energy is the dosha (problem) in
this chart. If the things are not going at the pace she desired in the
office, she gets frustrated and this will result in tension related
health problems. She will ignore her health - untimely food,
unhealthy, dry and harsh food, no proper sleep. Chandra is in the
6th while kuja (whose dasa will follow) is the 6th lord and so the
health related problems go for a long time. The intensity of health
problems will reduce in kuja dasa, after her 32 years and 10
months of age. Kuja dasa will be over at her age of 39 years and
10 months. As sani is in the 12th exalted, she lives away from her
native place or native land.
Summary: Considering the present dasa and the next dasa of kuja
which signifies health problems, this match can be considered as
good though not excellent.
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